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Welcome to the MYB Soccer coaching family and what we hope will be a rewarding experience as 
one of our U6 – U12 youth soccer coaches. This manual has been prepared to communicate the 
philosophy, values and goals of our soccer program and provide an organized, easy to follow guide 
to implementing the coaching methods that will develop our players through a positive, player-
centered approach to learning the game. 
 
As the most important element of our long-term player development model, the core of this 
manual is the curriculum. It is the baseline for what we want our coaches to teach at each age 
group for U6, U8, U10 and U12.   The curriculum is progressive in that it builds upon each prior 
level sequentially, so that a proper foundation is laid for the next topic. It’s intended to take the 
guess work out of the equation so that the coach has clear teaching objectives for each season 
along with supporting information on proper instruction of each skill.  By following the 
curriculum, we will ensure that all our players are being instructed in a consistent manner in the 
skills needed to prepare them to be competent players when they graduate to full-side, regulation, 
11 v 11 soccer. 
 
In addition to introducing the curriculum, this manual also includes topical sections that are meant 
to cover all the key aspects of successful recreational youth soccer coaching at MYB. These 
include coaching guidelines, club policies, team administration, rules and player safety and risk 
management.  
 
All of this is presented within the context of our club’s philosophy and values as they relate to 
coaching and developing our youth players.  The manual is therefore offered as a tool to make 
your coaching experience at MYB a rewarding one for you and your players. 
 
Welcome aboard! 
 
 
“Soccer is a game of skill, imagination, creativity  and decision-making. 
Coaching should not stifle, but enhance those eleme nts.” 
 
- Bobby Howe, U.S. Soccer, former director of coach ing, professional and National team coach 

INTRODUCTION 
Welcome and Overview 
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MISSION 
 
The mission of the MYB Soccer Program is to teach children how to play soccer in a safe, 
healthy and positive environment.  
 
Starting at the earliest stage of U6, we want to grow and develop soccer players who are skillful 
and competent in all aspects of the game and give them a sound foundation to build on, whatever 
their ultimate goals.   
 
Our coaches must keep in mind that we are teaching the volunteer soccer coaches, club 
administrators and fans of tomorrow in more cases than we are developing the next Mia Hamm or 
David Beckham.  The program’s success is measured in terms of player retention and growth in 
the number of teams – not the number of trophies in our case or players that get college 
scholarships..  
 
The principles that guide our approach to coaching are derived from these values. 
 
 
GUIDING PRINCIPLES 
 
Principle 1 – Coaching to Teach vs. Coaching to Win 
 
Coaching recreational youth sports in general is different than coaching professional, college or 
even high school level sports.  At those higher, competitive levels, the objective is primarily, if not 
solely, to win. It defines success for those teams and the coaches, but that is not the case in 
recreational youth sports. 
 
At MYB, we believe the coach’s job is to teach his/her players the skills required to play the game. 
If we do not teach effectively, our players will not be able to compete effectively when they 
graduate to the competitive levels.  And placing winning ahead of teaching at the early youth 
stages is actually detrimental to long-term player development.  To be clear, we value competition 
and want to foster every player’s competitive instincts.  But there is a right way to do it that is in 
the best interest of their long-term development. 
 
Our club defines a successful youth soccer coach as one who is effective at teaching kids how to 
play the game and instilling in them a passion to learn and play soccer. 
 
 
Principle 2 – Mastery Approach 
 
Hand-in-hand with the Coaching to Teach principle is the “Mastery Approach” to teaching the 
fundamental skills.  Through this approach, youth players are encouraged to master technical skills 

SECTION 1 
Mission and Principles 
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to the best of their ability, without comparison to other players.  Being able to perform a skill 
competently is the goal, as opposed to being able to do it better than the next player. Again, 
healthy forms of competition between players that encourage them to practice harder and longer 
are appropriate, as long as the end goal of mastering the skill is the clearly stated objective.  We 
also have to recognize that “mastery” means something different for each child, given their 
different make ups physically, emotionally, psychologically, etc. 
 
 
Principle 3 – Effort and Quality of Play 
 
While we don’t emphasize winning as the objective of our youth programs, it will eventually 
become a goal for players that continue on to competitive soccer.  To properly prepare our youth 
players for that eventuality, we believe it is important to emphasize at the early ages the two 
factors that contribute the most to determining wins and losses – effort and quality of play.   
 
Effort is all about how hard our players try  to learn and play the game. It is a characteristic that has 
value beyond the soccer pitch and therefore one that we want to instill in every player.  Quality of 
play can also be referred to as “execution” – i.e. how well do the players perform the fundamental 
skills.  At the later stages of youth and young adult soccer, how well the team performs as a unit in 
the tactical aspects of the game becomes very important as well. 
 
We believe it is a critical part of long-term player development to instill the notion that effort and 
quality of play are the inputs to the formula that produces team wins.  Winning is an outcome and 
the result of numerous factors, many of which are outside the control of the player and coach.  
Therefore, players and coaches should focus on these two which are entirely under their control 
and use them to judge and evaluate performance. 
 
 
“We don’t demand that our youth teams win. We deman d that they play 
good soccer.” 
 
- Barcelona FC’s Youth Academy Director  
 
 
Principle 4 – Organization 
 
Simply put, organized coaches are more effective.  There is no substitute for an organized 
approach to teaching and managing a youth soccer team.  Therefore we expect our youth coaches 
to be as organized as possible in every aspect of managing their teams. Tools for such organization 
are provided and discussed in further detail later in this manual. 
 
 
Principle 5 – Positive Coaching 
 
MYB soccer coaches are expected to take a positive approach to teaching their players and 
representing the club.  Every coach must take seriously the impact (positive or negative) that he 
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has on his players, keeping foremost in mind that they are not small adults or “professionals in 
training.”  They are children, learning to play a child’s game, for fun and enjoyment.   
 
Alarming numbers of children drop out of organized sports before the age of thirteen.  The number 
one reason – “it’s not fun.”  It’s up to the coach to make the experience a fun and enjoyable one so 
the kids want to continue to play year after year.  There is no place in our program for coaches who 
are abusive, derisive, hostile, or otherwise take a negative stance in their player interactions. MYB 
wants coaches who purposefully take a positive approach to teaching their players and keep things 
in their proper perspective.  Remember, coaching success here is when players want to continue 
playing year after year. 
 
 
 
 

“Kids don’t need critics, they need role models” 
 

– John Wooden, legendary UCLA men’s basketball coac h 
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“To teach children how to play soccer in a safe, healthy and positive environment,” the youth 
recreational program has set the following goals: 
 
 
1. Teach the players how to play soccer well 

 
We want to give our young recreational players (U8-U12) the tools that will enable them to 
competently play U13 competitive soccer if and when they graduate to that level.  We have to 
ensure that players can competently perform fundamental skills before putting them under pressure 
to perform in competitive games. 
  
2. Emphasize learning and player improvement regard less of ability 
 
This is not a program meant to advance the most talented players at the expense of everyone else. 
Its focus is on achievement of skills competency standards ahead of winning games and team 
competition. When players master the fundamentals, their chances for winning improve. 

 
3. Make it an enjoyable, positive, and rewarding ex perience 
 
We want our players to develop, grow and have fun doing it. Soccer is at its essence a simple, 
child’s game meant to be enjoyed. An organized program can also provide opportunities for 
growth and development beyond soccer skills, but if it is not enjoyable, players will drop out. 
 
4. Retain players and matriculate them to the compe titive soccer league 
 
Success is ultimately measured in a growing number of players participating in the youth 
recreational program and graduating to the competitive soccer program at U11 or U13. 
 
5. Maintain high standards of sportsmanship and coa ching ethics 
 
Our coaches are de-facto role models for the children on their teams. We expect them to set the 
example in matters of sportsmanship and interaction with other players, teams, parents, officials, 
etc. Good behavior on the part of our coaches is a critical foundation to the healthy and positive 
playing environment we are striving to create. 

SECTION 2 
MYB Recreational Youth Soccer Program Goals 
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Guidelines: 

� No lines, no laps, no lectures 

� Maximize ball touches – one ball per player  

� Follow the curriculum activities 

� Repeat and reinforce teaching topics 

� Assess players against competency standards 

� Demonstrate the skills (hire an assistant if needed) 

� Know your coaching points 

� Always finish training sessions with a small-sided game/scrimmage 

� Teach the rules 

� Be organized 

� Set a good example 

� Keep things lighthearted and maintain a sense of humor 

� Offer lots of positive encouragement 

� Have a written plan for each session  

� Be patient & flexible 

� Keep your focus on the children – it’s not about you 

 
Activities Checklist 

Are the activities Fun? Players learn better in an enjoyable environment.When players feel that a 
specific activity is fun, it is a good indicator that the activity is developmentally appropriate. 
 
Are the activities organized? This does not mean regimented, it means there should be rules and 
objectives. 
 

SECTION 3 
Effective Coaching  
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Are the players involved in the activities? Players enjoy activities that present an achievable challenge. 
Activities that are too difficult will frustrate players and activities that are too easy will cause boredom. 
Design activities that engage children in play at all times. 
 
Is creativity and decision making being used by players? Player development is enhanced when 
challenges require players to solve problems by using their own skills and cognitive abilities. Children need 
to be challenged to “Fix It.” “Fix It”, implies giving the players the first opportunity to solve the problem. 
 
Is the space used appropriately? A space that is too large or too small will affect the quality of an activity. 
Also, make sure the area is safe. 
 
Is the coach’s feedback appropriate? It is important to encourage young players.Positive feedback will 
encourage players to continue to try. 
 
Are there implications for the game? Players should be engaged in activities that help develop 
psychomotor, cognitive and psychosocial abilities that are needed to play soccer. 
 

 
“If a coach is constantly talking or yelling at pla yers during the game, it 

prevents your players from thinking for themselves. ” 
 

- Steve Sampson, Former Men’s National Team Coach
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COACHING BEHAVIOR  
 
Coaches are expected to set a positive example of respectable conduct and good sportsmanship for 
their teams and parents and not engage in any conduct while representing MYB that would reflect 
poorly on the club. 
 
 
REFEREES 
 
Disrespect and abuse of referees by coaches, parents and players will not be tolerated.  It is the 
coach’s responsibility to ensure his players and parents respect all game officials. 
 
PARENTS 
 
Coaches are responsible for the conduct of all players’ parents during games and practices.  If a 
coach has to ask a parent to leave a game or practice, he or she must do so in a polite and courteous 
manner. If the parent refuses the coach’s request, the coach must notify a club official or referee. 
 
ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO  
 
Alcohol and tobacco products are not allowed on the premises at Coquille Playground.  Coaches 
are not allowed to use any tobacco products or consume alcohol during practice or games and are 
encouraged to use discretion at outside team functions – for example team parties. 
 
PROFANITY 
 
Use of profanity by coaches during practice, games or at any team function while acting in their 
capacity as an MYB Youth Soccer coach is prohibited. 
 
 
DISCIPLINE 
 
While coaches are expected to maintain a sense of discipline and order at practices and games, 
under no circumstances are they allowed to physically discipline or verbally abuse their players. 
Temporarily removing players from an activity is the recommended form of discipline for dealing 
with players who are disruptive and non-cooperative.  
 
 
 
 
 

SECTION 4 
MYB Policies 
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RIGHT TO DISMISS  
 
The MYB Soccer Director and Asst Director – Recreational Program reserve the right to dismiss a 
coach at any time, with or without cause.
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“Failing to Plan, is Planning to Fail.” 

-Anonymous 
 
PARENT-COACH MEETING 
 
An effective parent-coach meeting, held during pre-season, can establish 
a solid foundation for an enjoyable season.  
 
Issues that need to be covered during the parent-coach meeting: 
 
Player Information. This includes medical information (such as asthma, allergies,recent injuries), previous 
experience on other teams; and family situations, such ascustody, that may affect a child’s participation or 
ride home. Ask only for information you need to know and avoid details that do not relate to your role as 
coach. 
 
Parent Information. It is important to be able to reach parents in case of an 
emergency. Coaches should obtain from each parent home, work and cell phone 
numbers. To enhance further communication, obtain e-mail addresses as well. 
 
Player, Parent and Coach Responsibilities. The coach should arrive before 
time for practice and also finish practice on time. Coaches must provide cones, 
vests, an air pump, extra soccer balls and a first-aid kit. Players are responsible 
for appropriate dress, including shin guards, as well as a ball and a water bottle. 
Additional responsibilities will be covered in the risk management section. 

 
Soccer Sideline Ethics. Help create a positive soccer atmosphere. Influence your youngster’s soccer 
experience by following these “Soccer Sideline Ethics.” 
 

1. The Fun is Playing 
 
Encourage youngsters in skill development and l00% performance.Winning is not their motivation. 
They want to be having fun. So lighten up, decrease the competitive pressures, and encourage skills, 
teamwork, selfesteem, and good sportsmanship. Enjoy this opportunity to be with youngsters on the 
field. 
 
2. Know the Game and the Laws 
 
Soccer looks simple but it is complex to play, coach, and officiate. You’ll enjoy the game more by 
understanding soccer skills and tactics, the flow of play, and how the game is played. Soccer is free-
flowing with ever-changing situations and constant problem solving by the players. Soccer is physical 
and demanding. With few timeouts,it is fun to watch. There are only 17 laws in soccer. Understand 
the basic laws and increase your enjoyment of the game. 
 
 
3. Support the Team, Not Just Your Youngster 
 

SECTION 5 
Team Management (Based on content from US Youth Soccer Coaches Manu al) 
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Give encouragement to the entire team. Don’t yell constantly at a youngster. Avoid giving directions 
while they are playing. Soccer is above all a player-dominated game and they have to make the 
decisions on the field. Always be positive, win or lose. Don’t get over involved emotionally. 
 
4. Practice Good Sportmanship 
 
Always show sportsmanship and enthusiasm. Young people learn by example. Encourage your 
players to play by the rules. Cheer good play by both teams. Ask your youngster: “Did you have fun 
and try your best?” rather than, “Why didn’t you win?” Win gracefully, not boastfully. Lose without 
being negative. Make sure the end-of-the game rituals (such as the handshakes) reflect good 
sportsmanship. 
 
5. Let the Players Play 
 
Soccer--a players’ game. Youngsters participate for their enjoyment, not ours. To children, playing is 
more important than winning, while winning is more important to parents and coaches. Emphasize 
player development and having fun over winning. 
 
6. Let the Coaches Coach 
 
The coach, volunteer or paid, provides guidance, skill instruction, and supervised fun for your 
youngsters in soccer. Respect the coaches and their decisions. Their concern is the whole team, not 
just your player. Don’t undermine, second-guess, or criticize a coach in public. Most coaches will 
listen to parents in private, and may ask parents to help with practice. 
 
7. Let the Referee Judge the Game 
 
Soccer referees control the game the moment they enter the grounds. Most are young and are still 
learning to referee, just as the players are learning to play. They respect fair play, sportsmanship, 
skill, and the spirit of the game. Referee calls are final. No player, coach, or parent ever changed a 
ref’s decision, 
but the criticism disrupts the game. Support the referees. 
 
8. Get Involved with Soccer 
 
Come to the games in the spirit of fun and play. Meet other parents and coaches. Make sure your 
youngster comes ready to play–with the proper equipment and attitude. Help them develop the skills 
and tactics for the game. Go to a pro or college game with your kids, or watch a game on television 
with them. Kick the ball around with them. Soccer isn’t easy to play, so don’t criticize your player for 
losing or making 
mistakes–applaud good effort. 
 
9. Be a Supportive Soccer Parent 
 
Volunteer to help with practices or with transportation. Soccer teaches discipline and responsibility, 
so be on time! Support the coach whenever possible. Be more concerned with your player’s long-term 
development of skills and tactics than with short-term winning and losing. Focus on skill 
accomplishments and effort. 
 
10. They’re Only Kids. It’s Only a Game. 
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Allow your child to be a child. Kids see soccer as fun, learning new skills, emulating heroes, being on 
a team, gaining success by touching the ball, and just beinginvolved. Soccer can teach skills for life, 
building character, self-esteem, and awareness of others. There’s no such thing as a loss if players do 
their best. You’ll see wonderful progress if fun and skill development are your priorities. 

 
 
TEAM MANAGER  
 
Coaches are highly encouraged to enlist the help of one or more parents to serve as team manager. 
The manager(s) will ideally take care of the non-coaching administrative tasks for the team. This 
includes things such as email communications, schedule management, coordinating snack 
schedules, parties, etc. 
 
ASSISTANT COACH 
 
It is up to each coach to decide if he or she wants an assistant coach(es). One is preferred with two 
being acceptable. For insurance and liability purposes, all assistant coaches must be registered with 
MYB and complete the LSA risk management documentation. 
 
EQUIPMENT 
 
Players beginning at U6 should be encouraged to take responsibility for their own equipment. This 
includes a ball, shin guards, cleats and water bottle.  
 
Coaches are responsible for providing training equipment such as cones, practice vests, air pumps 
and extra balls.  They should also make sure ice and basic first aid supplies are on hand for games 
and maintain a notebook with official team rosters and medical release forms (if applicable). 
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PREVENTION 
 
The first line of defense in the treatment of athletic injuries is to prevent them. This is accomplished by a 
well-planned program, competition among equal ability groups, proper warm-up and adherence to the Laws 
of the Game. Other factors that can lead to the prevention of injuries: 
 
� Proper use of equipment (shin guards, no jewelry, uniforms designed for the climate). 

� Upkeep and monitoring of playing surfaces. 

� Proper fitting shoes, proper type of shoe for the surface. 

� Ample water supply and rest breaks. 

� Avoid scheduling training during the hottest periods of the day and when there is 

� intense humidity. 

� Full rehabilitation of an injury before returning to play: This should be determined 

� by a physician. 

� A physical exam by a physician prior to participation. 
 
The coach or assistant should be responsible for assessing injuries. Coaches are encouraged to  attend a 
certified first aid course. The American Red Cross now offers a course for sport safety training. 
 
The coach should call the parent of a player who has been injured to check on the player’s condition, 
whether or not the parent was at the game or practice. Each coach should have access to a first aid kit and 
ice at practices and games.  
 
Care should be taken to avoid contact with blood or body fluids and to properly dispose of items 
contaminated with such fluids. 
 
RISK MANAGEMENT  
 
When you agreed to become a coach, you accepted the responsibility to provide 
a safe environment for the players. Below are some issues that you need to take 
into account. 
 
� Providing proper instruction for the activities. Attending coaching courses and clinics will help 

improve your coaching abilities. 

� Providing proper equipment for the activities. Always check the field and any equipment before 
every practice and game. 

� Make a reasonable selection of players. Be certain that players match ups don’t result in an  injury. 
The standard age groupings that are used will help reduce this probability. 

� Provide proper supervision of training and games. Be in a position where you can see what all  of 
the players are doing. 

SECTION 6 
Player Safety and Risk Management  (source: US Youth Soccer Coaching Manual)  
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� Take proper precautions to guard against post-injury aggravation. Make certain that when a  player 
is injured that he/she receives proper medical care and has been cleared to return to practice and 
play. 

THREE VERY IMPORTANT POINTS TO REMEMBER  
 
� Never leave a player alone after training or games. 

� Be certain that players depart with their parents or a designated individual. 

� Avoid being left alone with players who are not your children. 

 
CARE 
 
If an injury appears serious, call 911! Injuries such as sprains, strains and contusions should be treated with 
R.I.C.E. (Rest, Ice, Compression, Elevation) for no longer than 20 minutes. The R.I.C.E. treatment is the 
only first aid treatment that is safe for a sports injury without professional advice. Applying ice chills the 
injured area, which causes the blood vessels to contract and restricts circulation to the injured area. This 
reduces swelling. Any treatment other than R.I.C.E. can worsen an injury. 
 
Any player requiring such treatment should not return to play. Applying pressure 
with an elastic bandage inhibits the accumulation of blood and fluids in the area. 
This minimizes pain and swelling. Do not apply the elastic too tightly. 
 
� Elevation decreases fluid accumulation to the injured area. 

� Follow-up care with a physician is recommended. 

 
FAMILIAR TERMS YOU SHOULD KNOW 
 
� SPRAIN - Ligaments are bands of tissue that attach bone to bone and stabilize joints. A sprain  is 

an injury to one or more ligaments. Care: R.I.C.E. 

� STRAIN - A tearing injury to a muscle or a tendon (tendons attach muscle tobone).  Care:R.I.C.E. 

� CONTUSION — An impact injury to a muscle or tendon caused by an outside force, which causes 
hemorrhaging (heavy bleeding) to the surrounding tissue.Care: R.I.C.E. 

� ABRASION - A loss of surface area of the skin caused by sliding. Care: the area should be cleaned 
with an antiseptic to prevent infection. An antibiotic ointment should be applied to keep the wound 
moist and destroy bacteria. 

 
HEAT INJURIES YOU NEED TO BE AWARE OF: 
 
� HEAT CRAMPS - An involuntary contraction of a muscle or a muscle group that is repetitive and 

rapid in nature. Care: rest, drink water and stretching. 

� HEAT EXHAUSTION — The surface temperature is about normal, the skin is pale and clammy, 
profuse perspiration, fatigue and weakness, headache; perhaps cramps, nausea, dizziness, possible 
vomiting and possible fainting (the player will probably regain consciousness as the head is 
lowered). 

 

Immediate Care — Call 911! Move to a cool area (air conditioning is best), have 
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the player lie down with feet elevated, remove restrictive apparel when appropriate, 
cool the victim with wet cloths or by fanning. If a player vomits, take him to a 
hospital immediately. 

 

• HEAT STROKE — The body temperature is high, the skin is hot, red and dry, the sweating mechanism 
is blocked, the pulse is rapid and strong; the player may lose consciousness. 

 

Immediate Care - Call 911! While waiting, treat the same as with heat exhaustion, keeping in 
mind that if you reduce the body temperature too rapidly it can cause internal bleeding. 

 
 
GENERAL PRINCIPLES WHEN HANDLING AN INJURED PLAYER : 
 
� Avoid panic. 

� Use common sense. 

� Seek professional help. 

� Check for breathing, bleeding, consciousness, deformity, discoloration and shock. 

� Depending upon the nature of the injury, avoid moving the player, i.e., an obvious break, an 
unconscious player, and/or a head or neck injury. When in doubt, don’t move them. 

� Inspire confidence and reassure the player. 

� Determine how the injury occurred. 

� Use certified athletic trainers when available. 

� Always err on the side of caution. 

� If a player has had medical attention, he/she must have written permission from the doctor to return 
to activity. 
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OVERVIEW 
 
MYB’s recreational soccer program has developed a comprehensive soccer curriculum largely 
based on the U.S. Soccer Curriculum published by the U.S.S.F. in 2011.  
 
By following the curriculum, the club will ensure age appropriate instruction, consistent teaching 
content and establish standards that will ultimately lead to improved player performance over the 
long-term.  
 
The curriculum is based on coaching content categorized by the four basic components of soccer 
coaching: technique, tactics, physical fitness and psychosocial aspects. The content is further 
organized by age group such that it builds from the very basic subject matter at U6 and builds 
progressively to more advanced instructional material at U12.   
 
MYB’s soccer curriculum consists of the following components: 
 

1. Coaching Content – these are the instructional topics and skills that will be taught (i.e. 
“subject matter”) 

2. Drills  – these are repetitive drills meant to hone particular skills (example: juggling a 
ball with your thighs) 

3. Games – these are organized games played in small groups or by the entire team used 
to develop skills in match-related conditions. 

 
The coaching content is what we want to teach, while the drills and games are the means for 
teaching it. 
 
COACHING CONTENT 
 
The coaching content consists of the general instructional topics and specific skills that will be 
taught by the coach. These are categorized into components. 
 
Components 
 
 There are four components to coaching soccer: 
 

1. Tactical – individual or collective actions performed by a player or group of players to take 
advantage of an opponent, group of opponents or a team. 

2. Technical – individual player skills  
3. Physical – basic movements, strength, speed, endurance, agility, flexibility, etc. 
4. Psychosocial – aspects to develop intelligent and mentally strong soccer players 

 
 

SECTION 7 
Curriculum  
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Each component is made up of specific instructional coaching topics.  
 

 
 
Skills Charts 
 
While the instructional topics are generalized concepts and terms meant to provide organization to 
the curriculum content, it’s the specific skills associated with each topic that must be taught by the 
coach.  MYB has identified what we believe are the most important skills for each instructional 
topic and organized them into skills charts (see Appendix A).  These charts list the relevant skills 
by topic and provide corresponding coaching points to help the coach properly teach the concept.  
 
The organization of the curriculum’s coaching content is summarized as follows: 
 

Components 
 
 
 

          Topics 
 
 
 

      Skills + Coaching Points 
 

 
 
 
DRILLS & GAMES 
 
The other two components of the curriculum are drills and games. These are the organized 
activities that are conducted in training sessions.  
 
There is an important difference between these two types of practice activities. We define “drills” 
as those activities that are repetitive performance of a specific skill. Juggling, executing a specific 
turn, repetitive shooting, etc. would be examples of drills. Activities that are organized as games 
involving multiple players under match-related conditions are categorized as “games.”  Familiar 
activities such as “sharks and minnows”, “flag pull”, “world cup” etc and relay races of all sorts 
would be examples of games. The reason we distinguish between the two is that both are important 
components of a good training session.   
 
There are two general schools of thought on how to teach kids to play soccer.  One advocates “the 
game is the best teacher.” Adherents to this approach believe that playing soccer or at least small-
sided games is the most effective means of player development because it requires players to solve 
soccer problems, encourages creative play and is more fun and therefore more engaging. The other 
approach advocates endless repetition as a means to master the key fundamental skills. It is based 
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on the belief that mastery is gained only through many hours of repeated execution – much like 
practicing musical scales on an instrument.  
 
We believe both approaches have a place in a sound soccer curriculum. There is no doubt that 
repetitive practice brings skill mastery. However, too much time devoted to drills makes for boring 
practice sessions and doesn’t allow for experimentation and application in match-related 
conditions.  Children enjoy games and therefore are more eager to participate in these activities. 
And while they can be effective at developing skills, our experience is that this method alone takes 
more time to develop skills. It is more appropriate in situations where players are practicing three 
or four times a week. 
 
Given a maximum training schedule of two sessions per week, we believe the most efficient 
training approach is to incorporate both drills and games into each training session. Categorizing 
activities into these two groups makes it easier to put together training sessions that include the 
right mix of both.  Suggested drills are included in Appendix B. 
  
TRAINING SESSION STUCTURE 
 
Coaches are expected to produce and follow a plan for each training session. Written plans keep 
the coach and the sessions organized so the maximum amount of instruction is delivered with little 
to no wasted time.  
 
Our suggested format for training sessions is as follows: 

 
 
I. Warm-up  – light calisthenics, dynamic and static stretching to get muscles 

properly warmed-up, loose and ready to work. Incorporating a ball into the 
routines is recommended whenever practical. 

 
II.  Drills  -  repetitive tasks to hone individual ball skills.  

 
III.  Games –organized practice games are the heart of the training session and 

should focus on a particular coaching theme and incorporate fitness training – 
relay races are strongly recommended to cover the fitness/movement/agility 
components. 

 
IV.  Small-sided Scrimmage – training sessions should always conclude with 3 v 3, 

4 v 4, etc matches with goals. Restrictions can be added to focus on particular 
skills – for example, requiring a certain number of passes to be completed before 
a shot on goal can be taken. 

  
The amount of time devoted to each portion of the training session must be determined and 
managed by the coach. It will vary throughout the season and depends on numerous factors. This 
flexibility is important and gives our coaches the opportunity to be creative in their curriculum 
delivery rather than tie them down to a cookie cutter methodology.  
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A blank session plan template is included in Appendix C. A good session plan will include a 
description of each activity, organizational details (i.e. equipment needed, grid dimensions, 
number of teams/pairs, etc.) and coaching points. 
    
CURRICULUM BY AGE GROUP  
 
The MYB curriculum organizes coaching content by age group, such that there is a gradual 
progression of skill development from U6 through U12. We’ve organized these age groups into 
two “Stages” of development:   
 
• Beginner Stage – U6 – U10  
• Intermediate Stage – U11 and U12  

 
 
BEGINNER STAGE CURRICULA  
 
At the Beginner Stage of player development (U6-U10), the focus is on individual skill 
development and fundamental movement/agility. At this level, soccer is an individual sport and 
ball control and dribbling are at the heart.   
 
There are 11 coaching topics for this stage starting with the first five introduced at U6 and building 
to the entire eleven by the end of the U10 year.  These all fall within the Physical and Technical 
components. The goal at this stage is to ground the players in sound, fundamental, individual skills 
that prepare them to advance to the intermediate stage of development.  
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U6-U10 Coaching Topics 

  
 

TOPIC 
 

 
U6 

 
U8 

 
U10 

 
PHYSICAL 

 
Fundamental 
Movement/Agility 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
TECHNICAL 

 
Dribbling 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Turning/Change of 
Direction 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Ball Control 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Shooting 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Passing 

  
√ 

 
√ 

 
Receiving 

  
√ 

 
√ 

 
1 v 1 Attacking 

   
√ 

 
1 v 1 Defending 

   
√ 

 
Shielding 

   
√ 

 
Heading 

   
√ 

 
 
Good training sessions at this stage are characterized by the following: 
 

• 75% of practice time should be devoted to one ball per player and individual instruction 
• Focus on ball familiarization and dribbling skills  
• Sessions require players to be very active 
• Repeat activities regularly 
• Light-hearted, positive, upbeat, FUN 

 
Over the course of the season, the coach should formulate plans that ensure all the topics are 
covered. The coaching topics are included in the Skills Charts (Appendix A) to make it easy for 
coaches to instruct players on the specific skills and coaching points associated with each topic.  
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Training session plans can be easily produced by selecting drills and games included in Appendix 
B. 
 
 
INTERMEDIATE STAGE CURRICULA  
 
Building upon the technical foundations established in the beginner stage, coaches of the U11 and 
U12 groups introduce tactical concepts while also expanding the coaching content to include more 
physical fitness topics. 
 
The objectives at this stage are to hone the technical skills learned at the beginner stage, have 
players apply basic tactical concepts in game situations and emphasize the importance of physical 
fitness in training sessions.  Upon completing the U12 year, players are expected to be competent 
in the basic technical and tactical aspects of the game and well-prepared to graduate to 11-v-11 
soccer at U13. 
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U11 – U12 Coaching Topics  
     
 

 
TOPIC 

 

 
U11 

 
U12 

 
PHYSICAL  

 
Speed 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Agility 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Endurance 

 
 

 
√ 

 
TECHNICAL  

 
 
Dribbling 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Turning/Change of Direction 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Ball Control 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Shooting 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Passing 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Receiving 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
1 v 1 Attacking 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
1 v 1 Defending 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Shielding 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Heading 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
TACTICAL  

 
Attacking Principles 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Possession 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Combination Play 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Playing out of the back 

 
√ 

 
√ 

 
Crossing 

  
√ 

 
Finishing in the final third 

  
√ 

 
Defending Principles 

 
√ 

 
v 

 
 
As with the U6 – 10 groups, skills charts for the topics are included in Appendix A. 
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Good training sessions at this stage are characterized by the following: 
 

• Fast-paced and active with quick transition from activity to activity 
• 60% of practice time should be devoted to work in pairs or threes 
• Players must show respect and courtesy to coaches and other players 
• Scrimmages should emphasize tactical theme 
• Positive, upbeat, FUN 

 
Over the course of the season, the coach should formulate plans that ensure all the topics 
are covered. The coaching topics are included in the Skills Charts (Appendix A) to make 
it easy for coaches to instruct players on the specific skills and coaching points associated 
with each topic.  
 
Training session plans can be easily produced by selecting drills and games included in 
Appendix B. 
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(in process) 
 
 
 

 
 

SECTION 8 
Evaluations  
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US Youth Soccer Official Under 6 Playing Recommendations 
 
Law 1 – The Field of Play: 
 

Dimensions: The field of play must be rectangular. The length of the touchline 
must begreater than the length of the goal line. 

 
Length: minimum 20 yards maximum 30 yards 

 
Width: minimum 15 yards maximum 25 yards 
 
Field Markings: Distinctive lines not more than (5) inches wide. The field of 
play is divided into two halves by a halfway line. The center mark is indicated 
at the midpoint of the halfway line. A circle with a radius of four (4) yards is 
marked around it. 
 
The Goal Area: None. 
 
The Penalty Area: None. 
 
Flagposts: None. 
 
The Corner Arc: Conform to FIFA. 
 
Goals: Goals must be placed on the center of each goal line. They consist of two 
upright posts equidistant from the corners and joined at the top by a horizontal 
crossbar. The recommended distance between the posts is eighteen (18) feet and 
the distance from the lower edge of the crossbar to the ground is six (6) feet. 
Goals may be smaller indimension. 
 

Law 2 – The Ball: Size three (3). 
 
Law 3 – The Number of Players:  
 

A match is played by two teams, each consisting of not more than three players.  
 
There are NO goalkeepers. 
 
Substitutions: At any stoppage and unlimited. 
 
Playing time: Each player SHALL play a minimum of 50% of the total playing 
time. 

SECTION 9 
Game Rules and Formats 
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Teams and games may be coed. 
 

Law 4 – The Players Equipment:  
 

Conform to FIFA. Non-uniform clothing is allowed 
based on weather conditions, but uniforms must still distinguish teams. 
 

Law 5 – The Referee:  
 

An OFFICIAL (Game Manager or Coordinator or Parent or Coach 
or Grade 9 referee) may be used. All infringements shall be briefly explained to 
the offending player. 

 
Law 6 – The Assistant Referees: None. 
 
Law 7 – The Duration of the Match:  
 

The match shall be divided into four (4) equal, eight 
(8) minute quarters. There shall be two (2) minute break between quarters one 
and two and another two (2) minute break between quarters three and four. 
There shall be a halftime interval of five (5) minutes. 
 

Law 8 – The Start and Restart of Play:  
 

Conform to FIFA, with the exception of the 
opponents of the team taking the kick-off are at least four (4) yards from the ball 
until it is in play. 
 

Law 9 – The Ball In and Out of Play: Conform to FIFA. 
 
Law 10 –The Method of Scoring: Conform to FIFA. 
 
Law 11 –Offside: None. 
 
Law 12 –Fouls and Misconduct:  
 

Conform to FIFA with the exception that all fouls shall 
result in a direct free kick. The referee/coach/parent must explain ALL 
infringements to 
the offending player. No cards shown for misconduct. 

 
Law 13 – Free Kicks:  
 

Conform to FIFA with the exceptions that all free kicks are direct 
and opponents are at least four (4) yards from the ball until it is in play. 
 

Law 14 – The Penalty Kick: None. 
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Law 15 – The Kick-In:  
 

A kick-in is considered as a direct free kick with the opponents 
four (4) yards from the ball until it is in play. 

 
Law 16 – The Goal Kick:  
 

The goal kick should be taken within 2-3 yards of the goal line 
anywhere across the width of the field of play at the nearest point from where 
the ball 
was retrieved. Opposing players must be four (4) yards away from the ball until 
it is in 
play. 
 

Law 17 – The Corner Kick:  
 

Conform to FIFA with the exception that opponents remain 
at least four (4) yards from the ball until it is in play. 
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US Youth Soccer Official Under 8 Playing Recommendations  
 

Law 1 – The Field of Play  

Dimensions: The field of play must be rectangular. The length of the touchline 
must be greater than the length of the goal line.  

Length: minimum 25 yards maximum 35 yards  

Width: minimum 20 yards maximum 30 yards  

Field Markings: Distinctive lines not more than (5) inches wide. The field of play is 
divided into two halves by a halfway line. The center mark is indicated at the 
midpoint of the halfway line. The center mark is indicated at the midpoint of the 
halfway line. A circle with a radius of four (4) yards is marked around it.  

The Goal Area: A goal area is defined at each end of the field as follows: Two lines 
are drawn at right angles to the goal line three (3) yards from the inside each 
goalpost. These lines extend into the field of play for a distance of three (3) yards 
and are joined by a line drawn parallel with the goal line. The area bounded by 
these lines and the goal line is the goal area.  

The Penalty Area: none.  

Flagposts: none.  

The Corner Arc: Conform to FIFA.  

Goals: Goals must be placed on the center of each goal line. They consist of two 
upright posts equidistant from the corners and joined at the top by a horizontal 
crossbar. The recommended distance between the posts is eighteen (18) feet and the 
distance from the lower edge of the crossbar to the ground is six (6) feet. Goals may 
be smaller in dimension.  

 

Law 2 – The Ball: Size three (3).  

 

Law 3 – The Number of Players:  

A match is played by two teams, each consisting of not more than four players. 
There are NO goalkeepers.  

Substitutions: At any stoppage of play and unlimited.  

Playing time: Each player SHALL play a minimum of 50% of the total playing 
time. Teams and matches may be coed.  

 

Law 4 – The Players’ Equipment:  

Conform to FIFA. Non-uniform clothing is allowed based on weather conditions, 
but uniforms must still distinguish teams. 
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Law 5 – The Referee:  

An OFFICIAL (Game Manager or Coordinator or Parent or Coach or Grade 9 
referee) may be used. All infringements shall be briefly explained to the offending 
player.  

 

Law 6 – The Assistant Referees: None.  

 

Law 7 – The Duration of the Match:  

The match shall be divided into four (4) equal, twelve (12) minute quarters. There 
shall be a two (2) minute break between quarters one and two and another two (2) 
minute break between quarters three and four. There shall be a half-time interval of 
five (5) minutes.  

 

Law 8 – The Start and Restart of Play:  

Conform to FIFA, with the exception of the opponents of the team taking the kick-
off are at least four (4) yards from the ball until it is in play.  

 

Law 9 – The Ball In and Out of Play: Conform to FIFA.  

 

Law 10 – The Method of Scoring: Conform to FIFA.  

 

Law 11 – Offside: None.  

 

Law 12 – Fouls and Misconduct:  

Conform to FIFA with the exception that all fouls shall result in a direct free kick. 
The referee/coach/parent must explain ALL infringements to the offending player. 
No cards shown for misconduct.  

 

Law 13 – Free Kicks:  

Conform to FIFA with the exceptions that all kicks are direct and all opponents are 
at least four (4) yards from the ball until it is in play.  

 

Law 14 – The Penalty Kick: None.  

 

Law 15 – The Throw-In: Conform to FIFA with the exception that an improperly performed 
throw-in can be retaken once.  
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Law 16 – The Goal Kick:  

Conform to FIFA with the exception that opponents must remain outside the goal area and at 
least four (4) yards from the ball until it is in play.  

 
Law 17 – The Corner Kick:  
 
Conform to FIFA with the exception that opponents remain at least four (4) yards from the 
ball until it is in play.  
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 US Youth Soccer Official Under 10 Playing Recommendations  
 

Law 1 – The Field of Play  

Dimensions: The field of play must be rectangular. The length of the touchline 
must be greater than the length of the goal line.  

Length: minimum 45 yards maximum 60 yards  

Width: minimum 35 yards maximum 45 yards  

Field Markings: Distinctive lines not more than five (5) inches wide. The field of 
play is divided into two halves by a halfway line. The center mark is indicated at 
the midpoint of the halfway line. A circle with a radius of eight (8) yards is marked 
around it.  

The Goal Area: Conform to FIFA.  

The Penalty Area: A penalty area is defined at each end of the field as follows: Two 
lines are drawn at right angles to the goal line, ten (10) yards from the inside of 
each goalpost. These lines extend into the field of play for a distance of ten (10) 
yards and are joined by a line drawn parallel with the goal line. The area bounded 
by these lines and the goal line is the penalty area. Within each penalty area a 
penalty mark is made eight (8) yards from the midpoint between the goalposts and 
equidistant to them. An arc of a circle with a radius of eight (8) yards from each 
penalty mark is drawn outside the penalty area.  

Flag posts: Conform to FIFA.  

The Corner Arc: Conform to FIFA.  

Goals: Goals must be placed on the center of each goal line. They consist of two 
upright posts equidistant from the corner flag posts and joined at the top by a 
horizontal crossbar. The maximum distance between the posts is eighteen (18) feet 
and the maximum distance from the lower edge of the crossbar to the ground is six 
(6) feet.  

Safety: Goals must be anchored securely to the ground. Portable goals may only be 
used if they satisfy this requirement.  

 

Law 2 – The Ball: Size four (4).  

 

Law 3 – The Number of Players:  

A match is played by two teams, each consisting of not more than six players, one 
of whom is the goalkeeper.  

Substitutions: At any stoppage and unlimited.  
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Playing time: Each player SHALL play a minimum of 50% of the total playing 
time. Teams and matches may be coed.  

 

Law 4 – The Players’ Equipment:  

Conform to FIFA. Non-uniform clothing is allowed based on weather conditions, 
but uniforms must still distinguish teams.  

 

Law 5 – The Referee:  

Registered referee, especially Grade 9 or parent/coach or assistant coach. All rule 
infringements shall be briefly explained to the offending player.  

 

Law 6 –The Assistant Referees:  

Not required. May use club linesmen/women if desired.  

 

Law 7 – The Duration of the Match:  

Conform to FIFA with the exception of the match being divided into two (2) equal 
halves of twenty-five (25) minutes each. There shall be a half-time interval of five 
(5) minutes.  

 

Law 8 – The Start and Restart of Play:  

Conform to FIFA with the exception of the opponents of the team taking the kick-
off are at least eight (8) yards from the ball until it is in play.  

 

Law 9 – The Ball In and Out of Play: Conform to FIFA.  

 

Law 10 – The Method of Scoring: Conform to FIFA.  

 

Law 11 – Offside: None.  

 

Law 12 – Fouls and Misconduct:  

Conform to FIFA with the exception that no ball may be directly punted or drop-
kicked in the air by the goalkeeper from one penalty area into the opponents’ 
penalty area. The infraction is punished by giving the ball to the opponents for an 
indirect free kick taken at the center spot on the halfway line. 

  

Law 13 – Free Kicks:  

Conform to FIFA with the exception that all opponents are at least eight (8) yards 
from the ball.  
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Law 14 – The Penalty Kick:  
 

Conform to FIFA with the exception that the penalty mark is made eight (8) yards 
from the midpoint between the goalposts and equidistant to them.  

 

Law 15 – The Throw-In: Conform to FIFA. 

  

Law 16 – The Goal Kick: Conform to FIFA.  

 

Law 17 – The Corner Kick:  
 

Conform to FIFA with the exception that opponents remain at least eight (8) yards 
from the ball until it is in play.  
 
 
 
 

US Youth Soccer Official Under 12 Playing Recommendations 
 

Law 1 – The Field of Play 
Dimensions: The field of play must be rectangular. The length of the touchline  
must be greater than the length of the goal line. 

 
  Length: minimum 60 yards maximum 80 yards 
 
  Width: minimum 45 yards maximum 55 yards 
 
Field Markings: Distinctive lines not more than (5) inches wide. The field of   
play is divided into two halves by a halfway line. The center mark is indicated at 
the midpoint of the halfway line. A circle with a radius of eight (8) yards is 
marked around it. 
 

  The Goal area: Conform to FIFA. 
 
The Penalty Area: A penalty area is defined at each end of the field as follows: 
Two lines are drawn at right angles to the goal line, fourteen (14) yards from the 
inside of each goalpost. These lines extend into the field of play for a distance of 
fourteen (14) yards and are joined by a line drawn parallel with the goal line. 
The area bounded by these lines and the goal line is the penalty area. Within 
each penalty area a penalty mark is made ten (10) yards from the midpoint 
between the goalposts and equidistant to them. An arc of a circle with a radius of 
eight (8) yards from each penalty mark is drawn outside the penalty area. 
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Flagposts: Conform to FIFA. 
 
The Corner Arc: Conform to FIFA. 

 
Goals: Conform to FIFA with exception that the maximum distance between the 
posts is eighteen (18) feet and the maximum distance from the lower edge of the 
crossbar to the ground is six (6) feet. 
 

Law 2 – The Ball: Size four (4). 
 
Law 3 – The Number of Players: A match is played by two teams, each consisting of not 

   more than eight players, one of whom is the goalkeeper. 
 
   Substitutions: At any stoppage and unlimited. 
 

Law 4 – The Players Equipment: Conform to FIFA. Non-uniform clothing is allowed 
   based on weather conditions, but uniforms must still distinguish teams. 
 

Law 5 – The Referee: Registered referee. 
 
Law 6 – The Assistant Referee: Use U.S.S.F. registered referees or club 

   linesmen/women. 
 

Law 7 – The Duration of the Match: Conform to FIFA with the exception of the match 
being divided into two (2) halves of thirty (30) minutes each. There shall be a 
half-time interval of five (5) minutes. 
 

Law 8 – The Start and Restart of Play: Conform to FIFA with the exception that 
opponents of the team taking the kick-off are at least eight (8) yards from the  
ball until it is in play. 
 

Law 9 – The Ball In and Out of Play: Conform to FIFA. 
 
Law 10 – The Method of Scoring: Conform to FIFA. 
 
Law 11 – Offside: Conform to FIFA. 
 
Law 12 – Fouls and Misconduct: Conform to FIFA. 
 
Law 13 – Free Kicks: Conform to FIFA with the exception that opponents are at least 

    eight (8) yards from the ball. 
 

Law 14 – The Penalty Kick: Conform to FIFA with the exceptions that the penalty mark 
is at ten yards and that players other than the kicker and defending goalkeeper     
are at least eight (8) yards from the penalty mark. 
 

Law 15 – The Throw-In: Conform to FIFA. 
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Law 16 – The Goal Kick: Conform to FIFA. 
 
Law 17 – The Corner Kick: Conform to FIFA with the exception that opponents remain 

  at least eight (8) yards away from the ball until it is in play.
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APPENDIX A 
 

Skills Charts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Topic Skills Coaching Instruction Points

Fundamental Movement/Agility

Run with stops and starts Self-explanatory

Run and change direction Self-explanatory

Gallop Self-explanatory

Skip Self-explanatory

Lateral Movement Self-explanatory

Jumping Self-explanatory

Throwing Self-explanatory

Dribbling

Dribbling basics - Gently push ball with instep (laces) of foot 

- Use both feet
- Ball must stay close (within 1 foot)

Stop and Go - Begin dribbling ball
- Place sole of foot on top of ball to stop it
- Immediately resume dribbling
- Use both feet

Running with the ball - Propel ball away from feet into space and run to it
- Use both feet

Turning/Change of Direction

Reversing direction - While dribbling, step around ball and dribble in opposite
    direction

U6 Skills Chart



Ball Control

Toe Taps - Standing with ball at feet
- Alternate touches with balls of feet lightly tapping ball
- Gradually increase speed

Bobbles - Feet shoulder width apart
- Ball between feet
- With soft touches, bobble ball back and forth between feet

Rolls - From stationary postion, place sole of foot on top outside
  of ball and roll the ball across the body 
- Allow ball to continue rolling, then repeat before ball comes
  to a stop
- Use both feet

Juggling - Start with ball in hands, standing position
- Lightly toss ball up in the air
- As ball comes down bounce it off thigh and catch it
- Repeat with opposite thigh
- Gradually build up to multiple juggles
- Emphasize use of both legs

Shooting

Toe - Kick ball at goal, striking it with the toe
- Use both feet

Instep - Kick ball at goal, striking it with the instep
- Use both feet



Topic Skills Coaching Instruction Points

Fundamental Movement/Agility

Run with stops and starts Self-explanatory

Run and change direction Self-explanatory

Gallop Self-explanatory

Skip Self-explanatory

Lateral Movement Self-explanatory

Jumping Self-explanatory

Throwing Self-explanatory

Dribbling

Dribbling basics - Low, balanced body position

- Eyes up enough to survey field of play

- Gently push ball with instep (laces) and outside of foot 

- Use both feet

- Ball must stay close (within 1 to 2 feet)

- Change of speed and direction

Stop and Go - Begin dribbling ball
- Place sole of foot on top of ball to stop it
- Immediately resume dribbling
- Use both feet

Running with the ball - Propel ball away from feet into space and run to it
- Use both feet

U8 Skills Chart



Turning/Change of Direction

Reversing direction - While dribbling, step around ball and dribble in opposite
    direction

Pullback turn - While dribbling, place sole of foot on top of ball
- Pull ball back and turn body to dribble away in opposite
  direction
- Use both feet

Hook turn - While dribbling, "hook" the ball with the outside of foot and
  toes and dribble away in opposite direction
- Use both feet

Ball Control

Toe Taps - Standing with ball at feet
- Alternate touches with balls of feet lightly tapping ball
- Gradually increase speed

Bobbles - Feet shoulder width apart
- Ball between feet
- With soft touches, bobble ball back and forth between feet

Rolls - From stationary postion, place sole of foot on top outside
  of ball and roll the ball across the body 
- Allow ball to continue rolling, then repeat before ball comes
  to a stop
- Use both feet

Juggling - thighs - Start with ball in hands, standing position
- Lightly toss ball up in the air
- As ball comes down bounce it off thigh and catch it
- Repeat with opposite thigh
- Gradually build up to multiple juggles
- Emphasize use of both legs



Shooting

Flighted/Air Balls - Approach ball from a slight angle
- Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body upright and slightly leaning back
- Eyes on ball
- Strike with laces or upper inside surface of foot
- Strike through the bottom center of ball
- Land on kicking foot
- Use both feet

Instep Drive - Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body slightly over the ball
- Knee of kicking leg slightly over the ball
- Eyes on the ball
- Lock ankle with toe of kicking foot pointed down
- Strike the ball with the instep surface of the foot
- Land on kicking foot
- Use both feet

Passing

Ground - inside of foot - Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body slightly over the ball
- Knee of kicking leg slightly over the ball
- Eyes on the ball
- Lock ankle with toe of kicking foot pointed up
- Strike the ball at the center (equator) or slightly above
- Use both feet

Ground - instep - Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body slightly over the ball
- Knee of kicking leg slightly over the ball
- Eyes on the ball
- Lock ankle with toe of kicking foot pointed down
- Strike the ball with the instep surface of the foot
- Use both feet



Receiving

Control with foot - Comfortable body position
- One foot on the ground
- Present receiving foot to incoming ball
- As ball arrives and makes contact, pull receiving foot back
  to "cushion" ball and keep it close to feet
- Use inside, outside and instep surfaces of feet
- Use both feet

Control with thigh - Comfortable body position
- Straight back
- One foot on the ground
- Present receiving thigh (horizontal to ground) to incoming 
  ball
- As ball arrives and makes contact, lower thigh to "cushion"
  ball and drop it close to feet
- Use both thighs



Topic Skills Coaching Instruction Points

Fundamental Movement/Agility

Run with stops and starts Self-explanatory

Run and change direction Self-explanatory

Gallop Self-explanatory

Skip Self-explanatory

Lateral Movement Self-explanatory

Jumping Self-explanatory

Throwing Self-explanatory

Dribbling

Dribbling basics - Low, balanced body position
- Eyes up enough to survey field of play
- Gently push ball with instep (laces) and outside of foot 
- Use both feet
- Ball must stay close (within 1 to 2 feet)
- Change speed and direction

Stop and Go - Begin dribbling ball
- Place sole of foot on top of ball to stop it
- Immediately resume dribbling
- Use both feet

Running with the ball - Propel ball away from feet into space and run to it
- Use both feet

U10 Skills Chart
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Feints - Begin dribbling ball
- Step to right/left of ball while dipping shoulder in same
   direction
- Immediately take ball in opposite direction with other foot
- Use both feet

Turning/Change of Direction

Pullback turn - While dribbling, place sole of foot on top of ball
- Pull ball back and turn body to dribble away in opposite
  direction
- Use both feet

Hook turn - While dribbling, "hook" the ball with the outside of foot and
  toes and dribble away in opposite direction
- Use both feet

Cuts - While dribbling, step around ball and "cut" it back with the
  inside of the foot to the opposite direction
- Use both feet

Ball Control

Toe Taps - Standing with ball at feet
- Alternate touches with balls of feet lightly tapping ball
- Gradually increase speed

Bobbles - Feet shoulder width apart
- Ball between feet
- With soft touches, bobble ball back and forth between feet

Rolls - From stationary postion, place sole of foot on top outside
  of ball and roll the ball across the body 
- Allow ball to continue rolling, then repeat before ball comes
  to a stop
- Use both feet

In/Outs - Standing with ball at feet
- Push ball to right/left with outside of foot 2x's, then push it
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  in opposite direction 1x with inside of same foot, then push
  it 2x's with outside of other foot and repeat pattern
- Vary pattern of number of touches and inside/outside of
  feet

Triangles - Start with ball about 12 inches in front of right/left foot
- Pull ball back underneath body and with same foot, push
  with inside of foot to inside of opposite foot (like a bobble),
  then push ball back to starting position, completing the 
  triangle pattern and repeat
- Alternate starting foot to develop use of both feet

Juggling - thighs - Start with ball in hands, standing position
- Lightly toss ball up in the air
- As ball comes down bounce it off thigh and catch it
- Repeat with opposite thigh
- Gradually build up to multiple juggles
- Emphasize use of both legs

Juggling - feet - Start with ball in hands, standing position
- Lightly toss ball up in the air
- As ball comes down, tap ball with instep to bounce it
  back up into the air
- Keep foot horizontal to ground and lean body back 
- Gradually build up to multiple juggles and use both feet

Shooting

Flighted/Air Balls - Approach ball from a slight angle
- Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body upright and slightly leaning back
- Eyes on ball
- Strike with laces or upper inside surface of foot
- Strike through the bottom center of ball
- Land on kicking foot
- Use both feet

Instep Drive - Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
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  in direction of target
- Body slightly over the ball
- Knee of kicking leg slightly over the ball
- Eyes on the ball
- Lock ankle with toe of kicking foot pointed down
- Strike the ball with the instep surface of the foot
- Land on kicking foot
- Use both feet

Passing

Ground - inside of foot - Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body slightly over the ball
- Knee of kicking leg slightly over the ball
- Eyes on the ball
- Lock ankle with toe of kicking foot pointed up
- Strike the ball at the center (equator) or slightly above
- Use both feet

Ground - instep - Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body slightly over the ball
- Knee of kicking leg slightly over the ball
- Eyes on the ball
- Lock ankle with toe of kicking foot pointed down
- Strike the ball with the instep surface of the foot
- Use both feet

Flighted - Approach ball from slight angle
- Place non-kicking foot comfortable next to and slightly
  behind ball pointing in direction of target
- Body upright and slightly leaning back
- Eyes on the ball
- Strike ball with laces or upper inside surface of foot
- Strike through bottom/center of the ball
- Land on the kicking foot
- Use both feet
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Receiving

Control with foot - Comfortable body position
- One foot on the ground
- Present receiving foot to incoming ball
- As ball arrives and makes contact, pull receiving foot back
  to "cushion" ball and keep it close to feet
- Use inside, outside and instep surfaces of feet
- Use both feet

Control with thigh - Comfortable body position
- Straight back
- One foot on the ground
- Present receiving thigh (horizontal to ground) to incoming 
  ball
- As ball arrives and makes contact, lower thigh to "cushion"
  ball and drop it close to feet
- Use both thighs

Control with Chest - Comfortable body position
- Arch back (limbo dance position), arms out
- Present chest (45-60 degree angle to ground) to incoming
  ball
- Bend knees to cushion ball as it is received, and drop it
  close to feet

1 v 1 Attacking

Fundamentals - Attacker begins by dribbling at defender
- No closer than 3 to 5 feet to defender, attacker has to
  execute a move to dribble around defender into space
- Once decision is made, attacker has to "explode" into
  space to dribble around
- It's critical that attacker doesn't dribble in too close to
  defender

1 v 1 Defending
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Fundamentals - As defender closes down on attacker, he has to slow 
  down and take up a position within 3 - 5 feet of ball
- Defender lines up on either shoulder of attacker to force
  or 'jockey" the attacker to one side or the other
- Defender's stance is with feet about shoulder width apart,
  knees bent, on toes, with one foot ahead of the other 
- As attacker makes move to dribble around, defender
  turns to run in same direction and works to get in between
  attacker and ball.  Defender should be encouraged to 
  make contact shoulder-to-shoulder to push attacker off
  the ball.

Shielding

Basic technique - Attacker maintains low body position for balance
- Attacker keeps body between defender and ball at all 
  times
- Attacker positions body perpindicular to defender with
  shoulder in chest of defender
- Ball needs to stay positioned on foot farthest away from 
  defender
- Attacker repositions himself in response to defender's
  movement
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Topic Skills Coaching Instruction Points
Speed

Running at top speed over varying distances Self-explanatory

Agility

Run with stops and starts Self-explanatory

Run and change direction Self-explanatory

Lateral Movement Self-explanatory

Dribbling

Dribbling basics - Low, balanced body position
- Eyes up enough to survey field of play
- Gently push ball with instep (laces) and outside of foot 
- Use both feet
- Ball must stay close (within 1 to 2 feet)
- Change speed and direction

Stop and Go - Begin dribbling ball
- Place sole of foot on top of ball to stop it
- Immediately resume dribbling
- Use both feet

Running with the ball - Propel ball away from feet into space and run to it
- Use both feet

U11 Skills Chart



Feints - Begin dribbling ball
- Step to right/left of ball while dipping shoulder in same
   direction
- Immediately take ball in opposite direction with other foot
- Use both feet

Turning/Change of Direction

Pullback turn - While dribbling, place sole of foot on top of ball
- Pull ball back and turn body to dribble away in opposite
  direction
- Use both feet

Hook turn - While dribbling, "hook" the ball with the outside of foot and
  toes and dribble away in opposite direction
- Use both feet

Cuts - While dribbling, step around ball and "cut" it back with the
  inside of the foot to the opposite direction
- Use both feet

Ball Control

Toe Taps - Standing with ball at feet
- Alternate touches with balls of feet lightly tapping ball
- Gradually increase speed
- Progress to forward and backward movement

Bobbles - Feet shoulder width apart
- Ball between feet
- With soft touches, bobble ball back and forth between feet

Rolls - From stationary postion, place sole of foot on top outside
  of ball and roll the ball across the body 
- Allow ball to continue rolling, then repeat before ball comes
  to a stop
- Use both feet



In/Outs - Standing with ball at feet
- Push ball to right/left with outside of foot 2x's, then push it
  in opposite direction 1x with inside of same foot, then push
  it 2x's with outside of other foot and repeat pattern
- Vary pattern of number of touches and inside/outside of
  feet

Triangles - Start with ball about 12 inches in front of right/left foot
- Pull ball back underneath body and with same foot, push
  with inside of foot to inside of opposite foot (like a bobble),
  then push ball back to starting position, completing the 
  triangle pattern and repeat
- Alternate starting foot to develop use of both feet

Juggling - thighs - Start with ball in hands, standing position
- Lightly toss ball up in the air
- As ball comes down bounce it off thigh and catch it
- Repeat with opposite thigh
- Gradually build up to multiple juggles
- Emphasize use of both legs

Juggling - feet - Start with ball in hands, standing position
- Lightly toss ball up in the air
- As ball comes down, tap ball with instep to bounce it
  back up into the air
- Keep foot horizontal to ground and lean body back 
- Gradually build up to multiple juggles and use both feet



Shooting

Flighted/Air Balls - Approach ball from a slight angle
- Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body upright and slightly leaning back
- Eyes on ball
- Strike with laces or upper inside surface of foot
- Strike through the bottom center of ball
- Land on kicking foot
- Use both feet

Instep Drive - Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body slightly over the ball
- Knee of kicking leg slightly over the ball
- Eyes on the ball
- Lock ankle with toe of kicking foot pointed down
- Strike the ball with the instep surface of the foot
- Land on kicking foot
- Use both feet

Passing

Ground - inside of foot - Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body slightly over the ball
- Knee of kicking leg slightly over the ball
- Eyes on the ball
- Lock ankle with toe of kicking foot pointed up
- Strike the ball at the center (equator) or slightly above
- Use both feet

Ground - instep - Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body slightly over the ball
- Knee of kicking leg slightly over the ball
- Eyes on the ball



- Lock ankle with toe of kicking foot pointed down
- Strike the ball with the instep surface of the foot
- Strike the ball at the center (equator) or slightly above
- Use both feet

Ground - outside of foot - Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body slightly over the ball
- Knee of kicking leg slightly over the ball
- Eyes on the ball
- Lock ankle with toe of kicking foot pointed up
- Strike the ball with the outside surface of the foot
- Strike the ball at the center (equator) or slightly above
- Use both feet

Flighted - Approach ball from slight angle
- Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to and slightly
  behind ball pointing in direction of target
- Body upright and slightly leaning back
- Eyes on the ball
- Strike ball with laces or upper inside surface of foot
- Strike through bottom/center of the ball
- Land on the kicking foot
- Use both feet

Receiving

Control with foot - Comfortable body position
- One foot on the ground
- Present receiving foot to incoming ball
- As ball arrives and makes contact, pull receiving foot back
  to "cushion" ball and keep it close to feet
- Use inside, outside and instep surfaces of feet
- Use both feet

Control with thigh - Comfortable body position
- Straight back
- One foot on the ground



- Present receiving thigh (horizontal to ground) to incoming 
  ball
- As ball arrives and makes contact, lower thigh to "cushion"
  ball and drop it close to feet
- Use both thighs

Control with Chest - Comfortable body position
- Arch back (limbo dance position), arms out
- Present chest (45-60 degree angle to ground) to incoming
  ball
- Bend knees to cushion ball as it is received, and drop it
  close to feet

1 v 1 Attacking

Fundamentals - Attacker begins by dribbling at defender
- No closer than 3 to 5 feet to defender, attacker has to
  execute a move to dribble around defender into space
- Once decision is made, attacker has to "explode" into
  space to dribble around
- It's critical that attacker doesn't dribble in too close to
  defender

1 v 1 Defending

Fundamentals - As defender closes down on attacker, he has to slow 
  down and take up a position within 3 - 5 feet of ball
- Defender lines up on either shoulder of attacker to force
  or 'jockey" the attacker to one side or the other
- Defender's stance is with feet about shoulder width apart,
  knees bent, on toes, with one foot ahead of the other 
- As attacker makes move to dribble around, defender
  turns to run in same direction and works to get in between
  attacker and ball.  Defender should be encouraged to 
  make contact shoulder-to-shoulder to push attacker off
  the ball.



Shielding

Basic technique - Attacker maintains low body position for balance
- Attacker keeps body between defender and ball at all 
  times
- Attacker positions body perpindicular to defender with
  shoulder in chest of defender
- Ball needs to stay positioned on foot farthest away from 
  defender
- Attacker repositions himself in response to defender's
  movement

Heading

Basic technique - Body in line with incoming ball
- Eyes on ball
- Arch back
- Arms out and forward for balance
- Thrust upper body forward
- Contact ball with top of forehead
- The head strikes the ball. (Like a hammer hits a nail)

Attacking Principles

Penetration - When attackers are in a 1 v 1 situation, their should look

  first to beat the defender to penetrate the defense

Support - Attackers closest to the player with the ball should move

  into positions of support to provide passing options

Unbalance - Other attackers should make runs into open space, 
  preferably at diagonal angles, to "unbalance" and break
  the opponent's defensive shape



Possession

Fundamental principles - Players without ball provide support in all directions 
  (forward, lateral and behind) to provide passing options
- Movement off the ball
- Attackers must move AWAY from defenders
- Organize around ball for numerical advantage (2 v 1's; 
  3 v 1's etc.)
- Passes should be made to SAFEST option
- Quick, fast play using 1 or 2 touch passing

Combination Play

Overlaps - Attacking players without the ball make forward runs past
  the attacker with the ball.
- Attacker with ball passes into space ahead of overlapping
  player
- Player making the run needs to communicate "overlap" to
  player with the ball to signal his run and ask for the ball

Give and Go's - Player with ball passes to a teammate then immediately
  runs forward into space
- Receiving player executes a 1 or 2 touch pass into space
  ahead of the running player
- Ball should be passed to reciever's farthest foot
- Receiver should be "sideways" to passing player to 
  provide best angle of pass

Wall Pass - similar to give and go, except that pass is played to a third
  player instead of back to original passer



Playing out of the Back

Fundamental Principles - When in possession of ball in defensive end of pitch, 

  players should maintain a wide shape to provide space 

  and time for safe passes out of dangerous areas in center

  of pitch

- Quick first pass to safest option

- Look to make a PASS instead of blindly kicking ball up

  the field (exception is when player is under extreme 

  pressure in dangerous area - immediately clear these balls)

  Note that other defenders and goalie need to communicate

  appropriate choice - clear, control or pass)

- Use possession principles to maintain possession of ball

  and calmly move it out of defensive third into midfield or 

  forward

- Outside defensive backs should dribble forward into space
  when available and be encouraged to take on opponents
  in 1 v 1 situations near sidelines and when defensive 
  cover is provided by teammates
- The goalie must get involved as a safe passing option 
- Coaches cannot emphasize enough the importance of
  defenders CONTROLLING balls then passing/dribbling
  out of danger instead of just kicking the ball forward

Defending Principles

Pressure - Defender closest to the ball (ie "1st defender) must apply
  pressure to take away time and space, delay advancement
  of the ball, jockey the attacker in direction of defensive 
  support (or to sideline if close) and force attacker to make
  a mistake (early, careless pass; dribble out of bounds or
  opportunity to tackle and steal ball)

Cover - Next closest defender (ie "2nd defender") must take up
  position diagonally behind 1st defender to be able to
  become 1st defender if 1st defender is beat and also deny



  critical space behind 1st defender

Balance - Other defenders (ie "3rd defenders') must move into 
  positions to "kill" open space in dangerous areas of the 
  pitch relative to the ball's position. They must
  simultaneously mark open attackers to deny passing
  options to the opponent with the ball



Topic Skills Coaching Instruction Points
Speed

Running at top speed for short intervals Self-explanatory - with and without ball

Agility

Run with stops and starts Self-explanatory

Run and change direction Self-explanatory

Lateral Movement Self-explanatory

Endurance

Running at slow/mod. speed for long intervals  Self-explanatory - while dribbling ball as much as possible

Dribbling

Dribbling basics - Low, balanced body position
- Eyes up enough to survey field of play
- Gently push ball with instep (laces) and outside of foot 
- Use both feet
- Ball must stay close (within 1 to 2 feet)
- Change speed and direction

Stop and Go - Begin dribbling ball
- Place sole of foot on top of ball to stop it
- Immediately resume dribbling
- Use both feet
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Running with the ball - Propel ball away from feet into space and run to it
- Use both feet

Feints - Begin dribbling ball
- Step to right/left of ball while dipping shoulder in same
   direction
- Immediately take ball in opposite direction with other foot
- Use both feet

Turning/Change of Direction

Pullback turn - While dribbling, place sole of foot on top of ball
- Pull ball back and turn body to dribble away in opposite
  direction
- Use both feet

Hook turn - While dribbling, "hook" the ball with the outside of foot and
  toes and dribble away in opposite direction
- Use both feet

Cuts - While dribbling, step around ball and "cut" it back with the
  inside of the foot to the opposite direction
- Use both feet

Ball Control

Toe Taps - Standing with ball at feet
- Alternate touches with balls of feet lightly tapping ball
- Gradually increase speed
- Progress to forward and backward movement

Bobbles - Feet shoulder width apart
- Ball between feet
- With soft touches, bobble ball back and forth between feet

Rolls - From stationary postion, place sole of foot on top outside
  of ball and roll the ball across the body 
- Allow ball to continue rolling, then repeat before ball comes
  to a stop
- Use both feet



In/Outs - Standing with ball at feet
- Push ball to right/left with outside of foot 2x's, then push it
  in opposite direction 1x with inside of same foot, then push
  it 2x's with outside of other foot and repeat pattern
- Vary pattern of number of touches and inside/outside of
  feet

Triangles - Start with ball about 12 inches in front of right/left foot
- Pull ball back underneath body and with same foot, push
  with inside of foot to inside of opposite foot (like a bobble),
  then push ball back to starting position, completing the 
  triangle pattern and repeat
- Alternate starting foot to develop use of both feet

Juggling - thighs - Start with ball in hands, standing position
- Lightly toss ball up in the air
- As ball comes down bounce it off thigh and catch it
- Repeat with opposite thigh
- Gradually build up to multiple juggles
- Emphasize use of both legs

Juggling - feet - Start with ball in hands, standing position
- Lightly toss ball up in the air
- As ball comes down, tap ball with instep to bounce it
  back up into the air
- Keep foot horizontal to ground and lean body back 
- Gradually build up to multiple juggles and use both feet

Shooting

Flighted/Air Balls - Approach ball from a slight angle
- Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body upright and slightly leaning back
- Eyes on ball
- Strike with laces or upper inside surface of foot
- Strike through the bottom center of ball
- Land on kicking foot
- Use both feet

Instep Drive - Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body slightly over the ball
- Knee of kicking leg slightly over the ball
- Eyes on the ball



- Lock ankle with toe of kicking foot pointed down
- Strike the ball with the instep surface of the foot
- Land on kicking foot
- Use both feet

Passing

Ground - inside of foot - Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body slightly over the ball
- Knee of kicking leg slightly over the ball
- Eyes on the ball
- Lock ankle with toe of kicking foot pointed up
- Strike the ball at the center (equator) or slightly above
- Use both feet

Ground - instep - Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body slightly over the ball
- Knee of kicking leg slightly over the ball
- Eyes on the ball
- Lock ankle with toe of kicking foot pointed down
- Strike the ball with the instep surface of the foot
- Strike the ball at the center (equator) or slightly above
- Use both feet

Ground - outside of foot - Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to ball pointing
  in direction of target
- Body slightly over the ball
- Knee of kicking leg slightly over the ball
- Eyes on the ball
- Lock ankle with toe of kicking foot pointed up
- Strike the ball with the outside surface of the foot
- Strike the ball at the center (equator) or slightly above
- Use both feet

Flighted - Approach ball from slight angle
- Place non-kicking foot comfortably next to and slightly
  behind ball pointing in direction of target
- Body upright and slightly leaning back
- Eyes on the ball
- Strike ball with laces or upper inside surface of foot
- Strike through bottom/center of the ball
- Land on the kicking foot
- Use both feet



Receiving

Control with foot - Comfortable body position
- One foot on the ground
- Present receiving foot to incoming ball
- As ball arrives and makes contact, pull receiving foot back
  to "cushion" ball and keep it close to feet
- Use inside, outside and instep surfaces of feet
- Use both feet

Control with thigh - Comfortable body position
- Straight back
- One foot on the ground
- Present receiving thigh (horizontal to ground) to incoming 
  ball
- As ball arrives and makes contact, lower thigh to "cushion"
  ball and drop it close to feet
- Use both thighs

Control with Chest - Comfortable body position
- Arch back (limbo dance position), arms out
- Present chest (45-60 degree angle to ground) to incoming
  ball
- Bend knees to cushion ball as it is received, and drop it
  close to feet



1 v 1 Attacking

Fundamentals - Attacker begins by dribbling at defender
- No closer than 3 to 5 feet to defender, attacker has to
  execute a move to dribble around defender into space
- Once decision is made, attacker has to "explode" into
  space to dribble around
- It's critical that attacker doesn't dribble in too close to
  defender

1 v 1 Defending

Fundamentals - As defender closes down on attacker, he has to slow 
  down and take up a position within 3 - 5 feet of ball
- Defender lines up on either shoulder of attacker to force
  or 'jockey" the attacker to one side or the other
- Defender's stance is with feet about shoulder width apart,
  knees bent, on toes, with one foot ahead of the other 
- As attacker makes move to dribble around, defender
  turns to run in same direction and works to get in between
  attacker and ball.  Defender should be encouraged to 
  make contact shoulder-to-shoulder to push attacker off
  the ball.

Shielding

Basic technique - Attacker maintains low body position for balance
- Attacker keeps body between defender and ball at all 
  times
- Attacker positions body perpindicular to defender with
  shoulder in chest of defender
- Ball needs to stay positioned on foot farthest away from 
  defender
- Attacker repositions himself in response to defender's
  movement

Heading

Basic technique - Body in line with incoming ball
- Eyes on ball
- Arch back
- Arms out and forward for balance
- Thrust upper body forward
- Contact ball with top of forehead
- The head strikes the ball. (Like a hammer hits a nail)



Attacking Principles

Penetration - When attackers are in a 1 v 1 situation, they should look
  first to beat the defender to penetrate the defense

Support - Attackers closest to the player with the ball should move
  into positions of support to provide passing options

Unbalance - Other attackers should make runs into open space, 
  preferably at diagonal angles, to "unbalance" and break
  the opponent's defensive shape

Possession

Fundamental principles - Players without ball provide support in all directions 
  (forward, lateral and behind) to provide passing options
- Movement off the ball
- Attackers must move AWAY from defenders
- Organize around ball for numerical advantage (2 v 1's; 
  3 v 1's etc.)
- Passes should be made to SAFEST option
- Quick, fast play using 1 or 2 touch passing

Combination Play

Overlaps - Attacking players without the ball make forward runs past
  the attacker with the ball.
- Attacker with ball passes into space ahead of overlapping
  player
- Player making the run needs to communicate "overlap" to
  player with the ball to signal his run and ask for the ball

Give and Go's - Player with ball passes to a teammate then immediately
  runs forward into space
- Receiving player executes a 1 or 2 touch pass into space
  ahead of the running player
- Ball should be passed to reciever's farthest foot
- Receiver should be "sideways" to passing player to 
  provide best angle of pass

Wall Pass - similar to give and go, except that pass is played to a third
  player instead of back to original passer



Playing out of the Back

Fundamental Principles - When in possession of ball in defensive end of pitch, 
  players should maintain a wide shape to provide space 
  and time for safe passes out of dangerous areas in center
  of pitch
- Quick first pass to safest option
- Look to make a PASS instead of blindly kicking ball up
  the field (exception is when player is under extreme 
  pressure in dangerous area - immediately clear these balls)
  Note that other defenders and goalie need to communicate
  appropriate choice - clear, control or pass)
- Use possession principles to maintain possession of ball
  and calmly move it out of defensive third into midfield or 
  forward
- Outside defensive backs should dribble forward into space
  when available and be encouraged to take on opponents
  in 1 v 1 situations near sidelines and when defensive 
  cover is provided by teammates
- The goalie must get involved as a safe passing option 
- Coaches cannot emphasize enough the importance of
  defenders CONTROLLING balls then passing/dribbling
  out of danger instead of just kicking the ball forward

Crossing

Fundamental Principles - From wide positions (near endlines and top of attacking 
  third of pitch) player in possession plays a pass (flighted
  or ground as appropriate) into the box, between the penalty
  spot and top of the goalie box)

- Other attackers must anticipate pass and make runs into
  the box in line with the penalty spot, near post and/or
  far post to be in best position to play first touch shot on goal



Finishing in the Final Third

- Players need to be encouraged to CONFIDENTLY and
  aggressively take on defenders 1 v 1 and take shot on goal
  upon first chance
- Develop the "mentality" of scoring and taking chances 
  whenever player is inside the penalty box with the ball
- Shots taken at short distance to goal must be played as a
  "pass to the back of the net" using a controlled push pass
  technique as opposed to a powerful blast off the foot

Defending Principles

Pressure - Defender closest to the ball (ie "1st defender) must apply
  pressure to take away time and space, delay advancement
  of the ball, jockey the attacker in direction of defensive 
  support (or to sideline if close) and force attacker to make
  a mistake (early, careless pass; dribble out of bounds or
  opportunity to tackle and steal ball)

Cover - Next closest defender (ie "2nd defender") must take up
  position diagonally behind 1st defender to be able to
  become 1st defender if 1st defender is beat and also deny
  critical space behind 1st defender

Balance - Other defenders (ie "3rd defenders') must move into 
  positions to "kill" open space in dangerous areas of the 
  pitch relative to the ball's position. They must
  simultaneously mark open attackers to deny passing
  options to the opponent with the ball
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Players: Unlimited (in pairs)

Setup: Use markers to create a 15 yard square playing area for each pair of players. Position discs in 
center to represent a common goal two yards wide. One ball per pair.

Objectives: To develop individual and defending tactics used in a 1 v 1 situation. To improve dribbling, 
shielding and tackling skills.

Procedure: Partners play 1 v 1 within the area. Players score by passing or dribbling the ball through the 
goal. Points can be scored from either side of the goal. Change of possession occurs after score, when ball 
is stolen or played out of bounds. Play a series of 1 minute games with 30 second rests in between.

Coaching Points: Attacker: play for possession first; don’t dribble into defender; keep ball close to feet; 
explode into space.  Defender: proper stance; don’t stab in at ball; jockey attacker away from goal; lean into 
shoulder to push attacker off the ball, then steal.

Scoring: Player with most points wins

1 v 1 to Common Goal



Players: Unlimited

Setup:  Rectangular grid marked out with cones

Objectives:  Develop dribbling skills and ability to beat/escape defender

Procedure: One player is the shark and starts in the center of the grid. Remaining 
players all with balls stand on one side of grid. On coach’s command, minnows attempt 
to dribble to the opposite side of the grid. If ball is stolen or knocked out, player becomes 
shark. Continue until one minnow remains.

Coaching Points:  Proper dribbling technique, head up, ball close to feet, change of 
direction.

Scoring: Last minnow wins.

Sharks and Minnows



Players:  Unlimite, each with a ball

Setup:  Open area or rectangular grid

Objectives:  To develop dribbling skills, simple moves, change of direction and speed.

Procedure:  Players dribble balls around area. On coach’s command, they perform a 
simple move – “stop and go”, “turn”, etc.

Coaching Points:  Proper dribbling technique, change of direction, change of speed. 
Demonstrate various turn techniques.

Scoring: N/A

Dribbling with moves



Players: Unlimited, each with a ball

Setup:  Open area.  Multiple pairs of cones set up as “gates’

Objectives:  Develop dribbling skills

Procedure: Players dribble freely through gates. Once they go through one gate, they 
have to find another gate to dribble through. A variation is for the coach to time the 
players for 30 seconds and see how many gates they can dribble.

Coaching Points:  Proper dribbling technique, head up, ball close to feet, change of 
direction, use both feet.

Scoring: Optional – most gates dribbled in 30 secs wins.

Gate Dribbling



Players: Unlimited, each player with a ball.

Setup:  Rectangular grid marked out with cones

Objectives:  Develop dribbling skills

Procedure:  Players are lined up on each side of grid.  On coach’s command they 
dribble to opposite side of grid. When they reach the other side they make a turn and 
dribble back to original spot. Variation – make players return to different starting spot.

Coaching Points:  Proper dribbling technique, head up, ball close to feet, change of 
direction.

Scoring: .N/A

Cross-Over Dribbling



Players:  Unlimited, grouped in pairs.

Setup:  One cone per pair of players 20 yds away. Two or more balls per pair.

Objectives:  Learning how to dribble with speed and control; quick change of direction 
on transition from dribbling to running without the ball.

Procedure:  On coach’s command, one player from each team dribbles ball down to 
cone, stops it, turns and runs back to get second ball, dribbles it down, stops it, then runs 
back and tags partner.  Partner sprints down to ball/cone, dribbles ball back to starting 
line, stops it, runs back to get second ball and dribbles it back to starting line. Variations 
– add cones to make a slalom course; have players dribble down and back and give ball 
to next player who repeats. 

Coaching Points:  Technique for dribbling with spee d and control – push ball 
ahead a few yards, run to it, push it again – vs. a close, soft touch on every stride.. 
Stop ball with sole of foot on top.

Scoring: First team to finish wins.

Dribbling Relay Races



Players:  Unlimited

Setup:  Mark out a grid with 16 discs or cones, evenly spaced 4 x 4. One ball per player.

Objectives:  Developing ball control and dribbling skills.

Procedure:  On coach’s command, player moves ball up and down lanes of the grid.  
Vary technique/method used to move ball – dribble, dribble with weak foot only, sole 
rolls, toe taps, bobbles, etc.

Coaching Points:  Proper technique that emphasizes control over speed.  Gradually 
build up speed through repetition.

Scoring:  Optional – time players with stopwatch several times each. Most improved 
time wins.

Ball Control Maze



Players:  Unlimite, each with a ball

Setup:  Open area or rectangular grid

Objectives:  To develop ball control skills using both feet.

Procedure:  Coach instructs players to perform a ball control move – bobbles, toe taps, 
sole roll, in-and-outs, inside cuts, etc. Players perfom move until coach says to dribble. 
Players dribble until coach calls out next move, repeat and continue.

Coaching Points:  Proper execution of each move. Noboby stops until coach says to.

Scoring: N/A

Fast Footwork



Players:  Unlimite, each with a ball

Setup:  Open area or rectangular grid

Objectives:  To develop juggling skills.

Procedure: Coach instructs players to perform simple juggling move – example: juggle 
once off thigh. Gradually progress to multiple juggles, both thighs, foot, etc.

Coaching Points:  Proper execution of each move. Body surface must be “flat” and 
players should concentrate on bottom center of ball.

Scoring: N/A

Controlled Juggling



Dribble and Juggle

Players:  Unlimited, each with a ball

Setup:  Open area or rectangular grid

Objectives:  To develop dribbling and juggling skills.

Procedure: Players dribble around area and on coach’s command, players perform 
simple juggling move until coach gives signal to resume dribbling. Repeat.

Coaching Points:  Proper execution of each move. Body surface must be “flat” and 
players should concentrate on bottom center of ball.

Scoring: N/A



Players:  Unlimited, organized in pairs. One ball per pair.

Setup:  Open space.  Players approx 10 yds apart.

Objectives: To improve passing and receiving technique

Procedure:  Players pass, receive and return ball to each other, varying the surface of 
the foot used to pass and receive.  Start out with one touch to receive and second touch 
to pass, progressing to one touch passing.

Coaching Points:  Strike the ball at the center or center/top to ensure it stays on the 
ground. Step to the ball to receive it and use first touch to setup for easy pass with 
second touch. Keep on toes at all times, ready to receive.

Scoring:  Optional. Have pairs compete to see who can complete most number of 
consecutive passes without a miss.

Passing in Two’s



Players:  Unlimited, organized in threes. One ball per team.

Setup:  Open space.  Players approx 10 yds apart.

Objectives: To improve passing and receiving technique and communication.

Procedure:  End player passes to middle player and immediately gives command of 
“man on” or “turn”.  If command is man on, middle player passes back to end player. If 
command is turn, middle player recieves ball, turns and passes to other end player. 
Repeat and rotate positions.

Coaching Points:  Strike the ball at the center or center/top to ensure it stays on the 
ground. Step to the ball to receive it and use first touch to setup for easy pass with 
second touch. Keep on toes at all times, ready to receive.  Empasize communication.

Scoring:  Optional. Have teams compete to see who can complete most number of 
consecutive passes without a miss.

Passing in Threes



Players:  Unlimited. In pairs. One ball per pair

Setup:  Open  space with numerous “gates” made with c ones (about 2yds wide)

Objectives:  Improve passing and receiving skills, dribbling in traffic and movement off 
the ball to position to receive pass.

Procedure:  Players pass to partners through the gates, then move to another gate and 
repeat. Cannot pass through same gate twice and try to use all gates while avoiding 
other players.

Coaching Points:  Controlled dribbling, communication, anticipate passes, eyes up 
when dribbling to locate partner. Encourage use of both feet to dribble, pass and receive. 
Proper passing technique.

Scoring:  N/A

Gate Passing in Two’s



Players:  Unlimite, each with a ball

Setup:  Rectangular grid.

Objectives:  To develop dribbling and receiving skills.

Procedure: All players dribble their balls around the grid trying to avoid collision with 
other players. On coaches command, players toss balls in the air and receive it with 
whatever surface coach calls out – ie “laces”, “thigh” or “chest”.  Once ball is received 
and under control, players begin dribbling again. Repeat.

Coaching Points:  Proper technique for receiving balls out of the air. Controlled 
dribbling. Use of both left and right feet and thighs. 

Scoring: N/A

Serve to Self Receiving



Players:  Unlimited. Each player with a ball and a pinne.

Setup:  Rectangular grid or regulation penalty box.

Objectives:  Improve dribbling and shielding/escape skills.

Procedure: Each player tucks a pinne in the back of his or her shorts.  On coach’s 
signal, players dribble around grid trying to steal other players pinnies while keeping their 
own. 

Coaching Points:  Keep ball close and under control. Eyes up to see where other 
players are. Turn away from pressure. Encourage use of various turns, cuts, etc. to 
elude other players.

Scoring:  Last player retaining flag wins.

Flag Pull



Players:  Unlimited.

Setup:  Large grid. Two players without balls. 

Objectives: To improve dribbling, shielding and escape skills.

Procedure: The two players without balls are the “bandits.”  While other players dribble 
around grid, bandits attempt to steal balls. If a player has his ball stolen, he becomes a 
bandit. Play is continuous.

Coaching Points:  Proper dribbling technique, use of both feet, turns, shielding, etc. 
Eyes up when dribbling to see other players.

Scoring:  N/A

Bandit Ball



Players:  Unlimited with one ball.

Setup:  Players form a circle 10 – 15 yds in diameter, with one player in the center.

Objectives:  Improve passing and receiving skills with light defensive pressure.

Procedure:  Players on outside of circle pass ball to each other while center player 
attempts to intercept pass.  When pass is intercepted, player who made the pass 
becomes center player and play continues.

Coaching Points:  Receiving and passing technique.  Eyes up to locate easiest passing 
option. Communication.

Scoring:  N/A

Circle Passing



Players:  Unlimited, organized in threes. Two balls per team.

Setup:  Open space.  Players approx 10 yds apart.

Objectives: To improve passing and receiving or heading technique

Procedure:  End player serves ball in to middle player. Middle player 
receives pass, controls ball and passes back to server then immediately 
turns to other end player and repeats process. Serves can be via ground 
passes, flighted passes, tosses, etc. A variation is for middle player to head 
the ball back to the server.

Coaching Points: Proper technique when receiving ground and flighted 
balls. Proper passing technique when returning balls.

Scoring:  Optional. Have teams compete to see who can complete most 
number of consecutive passes without a miss.

Middle Man



Players:  Unlimited.

Setup:  Players in a circle with a diameter of 30-35 yds. 3 -4 players inside circle each 
with a ball.

Objectives: To improve passing, receiving, vision and communication.

Procedure:  Players inside circle dribble around freely looking for an opportunity to make 
a pass to a player on the edge of the circle. Outside player one or two touches return 
pass and receiver looks for another passing opportunity. After 4 or 5 passes, player 
switches roles with an outsider.

Coaching Points:  Proper passing and receiving technique, eyes up to see field and 
players, passing accuracy and pace. Communication.

Scoring: N/A

Inside-Outside



Players:  Seven. Two defenders, five attackers

Setup:  20 x 20 yd grid. One ball. Pinnies for defenders.

Objectives:  Improve passing and receiving skills and learning how proper shape opens 
up easy passing lanes.

Procedure:   Four attackers line up on edges of grid with fifth attacker in center. Two 
defenders are inside grid. Ball is put into play by an attacker who passes to another 
attacker. Attackers attempt to make consecutive passes to each other and maintain 
possession while defenders attempt to intercept. Rotate players roles after a set number 
of minutes.

Coaching Points:  Proper passing and receiving technique.  Communication between 
attackers. Movement off the ball to open passing lanes. Eyes up to locate passing 
options.  Importance of shape (diamonds and triangles).

Scoring:  N/A

5 v 2 Keep Away



Players:  Unlimited. Divided evenly into 4 teams.

Setup:  10 x 10 grid marked with cones with 10 or more balls inside.  Teams of four 
stand off each corner of grid about 15 yds.

Objectives: To improve dribbling, turning and ball control skills.

Procedure:  On coach’s signal players one at a time from each team run into grid, 
collect a ball and dribble it back to team’s corner. As soon as one player returns, next 
player goes. Play continues until all balls have been collected.

Coaching Points:  Proper dribbling technique, stopping, turning, etc.

Scoring:  Team  that collects most balls wins.

Ants’ Nest



Players:  Unlimited. 

Setup: Large grid, all players with balls except one.

Objectives:  To improve dribbling, shielding and escaping skills.

Procedure:  Players with balls dribble around grid while player without ball tries to knock 
balls out of grid. Once player has his ball knocked out, he joins first player in trying to 
knock out others’ balls. Play ends when only one ball remains.

Coaching Points:  Proper dribbling, shielding, and turning technique. Encourage 
creative moves to escape pressure. 

Scoring:  Last player remaining with ball wins.

Knockout



Players:  Unlimited. Organized into teams with two teams per grid.

Setup:  Rectangular grid(s) approx 10 x 15 yds with goals at each end.

Objectives:  To improve 1 v 1 attacking and defending skills.

Procedure:  One player from defending team serves ball to player from attacking team 
at opposite end of grid and immediately closes down to defend. Attacker attempts to get 
past defender and score via pass through the goal. If defender steals ball, he attempts to 
score on opposite goal and roles reverse. Play continues until someone scores or ball is 
knocked out of bounds. Next pair of players repeat process. Alternate team that serves 
and defends.  Vary types of serve from ground passes to flighted passes to throws, etc.

Coaching Points:  Individual possession, dribbling, moves, change of pace and 
direction, shielding.  Individual defending technique – “fast, slow, sideways, low”. No 
poking at ball!

Scoring:  Most goals wins.

1 v 1 Attack and Defend



Players:  Unlimited. 

Setup:  Open space. Place cones or disks in random pattern to create a “minefield.”  
One ball per player.

Objectives:  To shoot with power and accuracy off the dribble. Dribble with control in 
tight spaces.

Procedure:  Player dribbles through “minefield”, plays ball forward upon exit, sprints to it 
and shoots.

Coaching Points: Emphasize dribbling speed and close control. Proper shooting 
technique. Require players to shoot with both feet.

Scoring:  Award point for goal scored, subtract point if any cones/discs are hit while 
dribbling through minefield.

Dribble the Minefield and Score
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Training Session Template 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TRAINING SESSION PLAN
WARM-UP ORGANIZATION KEY COACHING POINTS

SCRIMMAGE 

DRILL 1

DRILL 2

GAME 1

GAME 2


